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06-0227P Trespass Arrest 07/12/06
On this date at approximately 1327 hours, a non-USF affiliate male was approaching students in front of the Williams House. The subject had been previously issued a trespass warning from campus. He was arrested and charged with trespass after warning.
Officer Mattingly investigated. Cleared with an arrest

06-0228P Trespass Arrest 07/12/06
On this date at approximately 1957 hours, a non-USF affiliate male was observed in the Poynter Library. The subject was recognized as having been previously issued a trespass warning from campus. He was arrested and charged with trespass after warning.
Officer Lickenfelt investigated. Cleared with an arrest

06-0231P Burglary / Grand Theft 07/13/06
On this date at approximately 1600 hours, a vendor at Davis Hall reported the theft of several bank bags containing about $2350.00 from his van parked in Lot #3. There are no suspects at this time.
Officer Shaw investigated. Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.

06-0244P Petit Theft 07/15/06
On this date at approximately 2030 hours, a USF male staff member reported the theft of his bicycle from MSL. The bicycle is valued at $100.00.
There are no suspects at this time.
Officer Lickenfelt investigated. Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.